The challenges to design engineers have been complicated due to the introduction of nanoscale process variation into the design phase. One of the ways to analyze the circuit behaviors under process variation is to determine the rare events that may be originated due to such process variation. A method called Statistical Blockade (SB) had been investigated to estimate the rare events statistics especially for high-replication circuits [1] . An enhanced statistical blockade method is proposed in this paper which is shown to be much faster compared to the traditional exhaustive Monte Carlo simulation. In SB, the classification threshold determination is quite important for different tail regions which is related to the number of rare events simulation. This paper presents the values of classification threshold tc for different tail regions of typical circuits and the training samples size n required for corresponding tc. It offers both fastest speed of simulation and highest accuracy for the proposed Statistical Blockade method. It is also proven that the obtained tc can be used for all the technology corners. The enhanced statistical blockade method thus performs fast estimate the robustness for different designs. In the proposed method, the tail part of the whole distribution is used in estimation; thereby saving time. It shows 7.3× faster than traditional evaluation methods. Furthermore, for the design which is proved to be robust even in worst-case, the optimal body bias voltage is applied to improve the performance and power while reducing the variability with Adaptive Body Bias (ABB) technique.
I. INTRODUCTION
The CMOS technology continues to scale down to nanoscale domain achieve higher performance and higher level of integration. The impact of process variations on performance has been increasing with each semiconductor technology generation. The technology scaling has resulted in significant deviations from the nominal values of transistor parameters, such as channel length and threshold voltage [2] . For example, variation in gate length increases from 35% in 130 nm technology to almost 60% in 65 nm technology. The parameter variations result in the large variation in leakage and performance of the designed circuit. Traditional corner model based analysis and design approaches provide guard-bands for parameter variations. Therefore, these approaches are prone to introducing pessimism in the design [3] . Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools have traditionally use for handling corner analysis, under the assumption of fixed or deterministic circuit parameters. However, in nano-CMOS circuits small variations due to inaccuracies in the manufacturing process can cause large relative variations in the behavior of the circuit. For example, 10,000 runs of a Monte Carlo simulation for delay variation in a 16-bit adder for 20% variation in threshold voltage and gate oxide thickness is shown in Fig. 1 .
The process variations in the nano-CMOS technology are classified into the following two types: inter-die variations are the variations from die to die and intra-die variations correspond to variability within a single chip. Inter-die variations affect all the devices on the same chip in the same way, e.g., making the transistor gate lengths of devices on the same chip all larger or all smaller. On the other hand, the intra-die variations may affect different devices differently on the same chip, e.g., making some devices have smaller transistor gate lengths and others larger transistor gate lengths [4] . In the past, the inter-die variations dominated intra-die variations, so that the latter could be safely neglected. However, in modern nanoscale technologies, intra-die variations are rapidly and steadily growing and can significantly affect the variability of performance parameters on a chip. The increase in intra-chip parameter variations is due to the effects such as microloading in the etch, variation in photoresist thickness, and optical proximity effects. Intra-die variation is spatially correlated. It is locally layout dependent and circuit specific, i.e., devices with similar layout patterns and proximity structures tend to have similar characteristics. It is globally location dependent, i.e., devices located close to each other are more likely to have the similar characteristics than those placed far away [4] . The novel contributions of this paper to the state-of-the art are as follows: 1) The Statistical Blockade [1] is investigated as a faster Monte Carlo technique.
2) The enhanced Statistical Blockade algorithms are proposed to obtain the minimal classification threshold t c for different tail portions and optimal training samples size for the corresponding t c . These guarantee the fastest speed and highest accuracy of the prediction.
3) The obtained minimal classification threshold t c of each tail part can be applied to all the technology corners for both high-performance applications and low-power applications. 4) A novel method is proposed for estimating the robustness of different nano-CMOS Arithmetic Circuits. This method is combined with an implementation of Statistical Blockade to achieve significant reduction in the computational costs. 5) After picking up the design with worst tolerant ability under process variation, a method is used to compensate the yield loss of the design with Adaptive Body Bias (ABB) technique. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the related previous related research. In Section III, the basic definitions and notations of Statistical Blockade method is presented. Section IV describes the improved Statistical Blockade algorithms for minimal threshold t c and optimal training samples size n. In Section V, a novel method based on improved Statistical Blockade algorithms is proposed to evaluate the design robustness. Section VI shows the basic simulation approach. Section VII shows the experimental results. The conclusions are drawn in Section VIII.
II. RELATED PRIOR RESEARCH
Recently developed statistical static timing analysis (SSTA) tools have recognized these unavoidably random aspects of manufacturing variations and have attempted to account for them using simple models that are computationally inexpensive. In [5] , the authors use a linear model for the gate delay as a function of varying gate parameters. In [4] , [6] , the authors recognize the impact of spatial correlation between gates and use simple grid-based models to represent this correlation. Also use Principal Components Analysis (PCA) to extract uncorrelated parameters from this correlation model, and builds the gate timing models using these uncorrelated components. Several analytical and semi-analytical approaches have been suggested to model the behavior of SRAM cells and digital circuits in the presence of process variations. All suffer from approximations necessary to make the problem tractable Monte Carlo analysis (MC) is one of the standard techniques used for statistical modeling. Standard Monte Carlo techniques are, by construction, most efficient at sampling the statistically likely cases. When used for simulating statistically unlikely or rare events, these techniques are extremely slow. In [1] , authors proposed Statistical Blockade (SB) as a Monte Carlo technique that allows us to efficiently filter to block unwanted samples insufficiently rare in the tail distributions. The method imposes almost no a priori limitations on the form of the statistics for the process parameters, device models, or performance metrics. The key observation behind Statistical Blockade is that generating each sample is not expensive as the parameters for a circuit are created on the fly. The current archival journal paper is based on a shorter conference publication with significantly more materials [7] .
III. THE STATISTICAL BLOCKADE METHOD
The statistical blockade method has been used to efficiently generate samples in the tail of the distribution of the performance metric of a circuit [1] . Standard Monte Carlo that generates samples using the complete distribution is not suitable for this purposes. A flow chart for the Statistical Blockade method is shown in Fig. 2 . The key idea is to define a region in the design parameter space that results in the circuit performance values greater than threshold (t). Then only those Monte Carlo samples that lie in the tail region are simulated while blocking the body samples. For example, if the tail threshold is the 99% point of the distribution then only one out of 100 simulations is useful; thus resulting in an immediate speedup of 100× over standard Monte Carlo. A small Monte Carlo sample set (e.g. 1000 points) is used to train a classifier to identify the tail points. However, it is difficult to classify all the tail points to build the accurate tail model for high-dimensional data. Thus, a relaxed boundary of the classifier which is denoted as classification threshold (t c ) is applied to block most unwanted points. A specific example, t c is the 97 th percentile to extract 1% tail samples (i.e. t = 99%), based on empirical analysis of the tradeoff between classifier accuracy, simulation time, and tail model fit [8] .
The classifier used in the current paper is named Support Vector Machine (SVM) [9] , which is implemented using LIBSVM [10] , SVM light [11] or WEKA [12] . The simulated data are divided into two classes: body region and tail region. Therefore, the C-Support Vector Classifier is chosen [13] , [14] . The four basic kernels of SVM are as follows: linear, polynomial, radial basis function (RBF), and sigmoid. The RBF kernel is a good choice as it can non-linearly map samples into a higher dimensional space. One important modification for the classifier is the increment of the tail weight. The number of body points is much more than the tail samples. The classification error is very low as long as all the body points have been classified correctly no matter whether the tail points are misclassified. So the classifier is biased to the body points by default. Thus, the classification error should be reversed by increasing the weight of the tail. Training of an aforementioned classifier using a small set of 2-dimensional samples (n = 1000) by varying threshold voltages for a NAND gate is shown in Fig. 3 . Then the randomly generated samples are classified by the trained SVM classifier into two categories shown in Fig. 4 . The tail circuits do not follow the Gaussian statistics after the classification is performed. An important observation that can be used is that the conditional distribution of the events in the tail region trend toward a generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) from the extreme value theory (EVT) [15] ,. Thus, the fitting of a generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) is required to build the tail model for calculating the coefficients of GPD, shape parameter α, and scale parameter β. The tail model is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the GPD. Statistical blockade filtering and generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) modeling is performed using the following steps [16] :
1) Perform initial sampling to generate data to build a classifier. This initial sampling can be standard MC or importance sampling. Also estimate t and t c < t from this data. 2) Build a classifier using the classification threshold t c . 3) Generate more samples using MC, following the CDF F , but simulate only those that are classified as tail points. Update the estimate of t. 4) Fit GPD model to the simulated tail points. There are significant practical problems with the technique proposed originally. Extensions to make statistical blockade practically usable in common scenarios is proposed in [17] . In statistical blockade, the classification threshold selection becomes very important for different tail regions which is related to the number of rare events simulation. The classification threshold and number of training samples may result in inaccurate tail model and slow simulation speed. Thus, the following research questions need to be answered for an efficient statistical blockade method that can be practically useful: 1) What is the minimal value of classification threshold that can ensure all the true tail points be covered in a loosely defined boundary? 2) What is the minimum number of initial sampling required to cover the given tail points? An effective way to the problem of finding the minimum threshold of classifier t c for the given tail part and the minimum number of samples n required for corresponding classification threshold will be described in the next section. There are two main problems focussed: 1) One is the appropriate classification threshold t c for different tail regions -3%, 2% and 1%.
2) The other one is the minimal training samples size for given classification threshold t c .
IV. IMPROVED STATISTICAL BLOCKADE ALGORITHMS
The proposed steps to measure the threshold t c of the classifier for the corresponding tail region is shown in Algorithm 1. The training samples size used is 2000. The function F sim (N ) runs 10,000 Monte Carlo simulation. Y is a vector of output values; e.g. delay of an adder. The function percentile (Y , t) calculates the value of delay V for the corresponding tail threshold t. The function size (Y tail ) is used to count the number of tail points after Y compared with V . These steps are also used to select tail points from full Monte Carlo simulation by empirical method. If threshold t is defined as 99% point in 10,000 points, tail count should be approximately 100. The values of V and S for different tail thresholds t in the test case of an 8-bit adder is listed in Table I . Algorithm 1 For choosing minimal classification threshold t c for given tail threshold t.
1: Assume: training sample size n0 (e.g., n0 = 2,000); total sample size N (e.g., N = 10,000). // Generate 10,000 MC points in statistical parameter space. 2: Y = Fsim(N ) // Simulate 10,000 MC samples. 3: V = Percentile(Y , t) // Find the value V for the tail threshold t according to the measurement data. 4 : Y tail = {Yi ǫ Y : Yi > V } // Count the number of the tail. 5: S = Size(Y tail ) // S is the tail size of the 10,000 MC samples. 6 : for all tc = t do 6: // Initially let tc equal to t, therefore no safety margin given. Vc = Percentile(y, tc) // Find the value Vc for the tail threshold tc.
10:
C = BuildClassifier(x, y, Vc) // Train a classifier C using training set x and classification threshold value Vc.
11:
y tail = Fsim (Filter(C, N ) ) // Extract the tail points by the classifier C from the same 10,000 MC samples. 12: y tail,true = {yi ǫ y tail : yi > V } // Select the true tail points.
13:
Sc = Size(y tail,true ) // Sc is the number of the classified tail points from 10,000 samples. 14: if Sc < S then 14: // If Sc < S, it means the classifier C is not able to extract all the tail points. 15 : The step-7 to step-12 of the algorithm is the typical Statistical Blockade method [18] . The function Monte Carlo (n 0 ) randomly picks up 2000 training samples from N . For an 8-bit adder, x is a 2000 × 4 matrix, since there are 4 variables to be varied. Each row of matrix x is a point in 4 dimensions. y is a vector of output values from simulation of training samples. V c is the value of delay for classification threshold t c . It is computed from y. The function BuildClassifier (x, y, V c ) trains and returns the SVM classifier C using training data package y and classification threshold t c . First it is assumed that t c = t. The function Filter(C, N ) filters out the non-tail points in N by the classifier C. Only the tail points classified by C will be simulated using the function F sim (Filter(C, N ) ). Since classification threshold t c is usually smaller than the real tail threshold t, there are some safety margin with t c . The current tail points are not the real tail points we want. Then the false tail points are eliminated by comparing with V , the value of output metric for the given tail threshold t in full MC simulation N . Finally, the tail points size S c is obtained by Statistical Blockade method from the same 10,000 samples. S c is compared with the real size of tail points S which is obtained in step-5. If S c < S, that means not all the tail points can be collected using t c as the classification threshold. Then the safety margin for t c is increased. For each cycle, safety margin is increased 1% till S c is equal to S to get all tail points. At last, t c is the minimal classification threshold for the corresponding tail region.
The minimal number of training samples n for the fixed classification threshold t c is chosen using Algorithm 2. The number of training samples can not be less than n for a given t c when SB method is applied to build the tail model. Otherwise the tail model will not be accurate enough, since not all the tail points are considered. The full tail points size S is obtained from
Step-2 to Step-5 in Algorithm 2 which are the same with Algorithm 1. The cycle (Step-6 ∼ Step.15) is used to collect values of S i (i = 1, 2, ... , 20) when the training sample size n is 100, 200, 300, ... , 2000, respectively (n = i × 100). S i is the number of selected tail points when SB method is applied. The function Find(S i = S and S i+1 = S i+2 = ... = S 20 = S) gets the value of i when S i = S i+1 = S i+2 = ... = S 20 = S. It implies that full tail points S can be classified through classifier C when initial training sample size n is i × 100. And with increasing of training samples size n, the number of extracted tail points (S i+1 ∼ S 20 ) remain stable -all equal to S. Finally the minimal number of training samples n for the fixed threshold t c is n = i × 100.
V. THE INTELLIGENT STATISTICAL BLOCKADE APPROACH FOR TOLERANT ABILITY ESTIMATION
In this section, an intelligent method with improved Statistical Blockade algorithm is proposed to estimate tolerant ability of different FA cells based 16-bit ripple-carry adders (RCAs).
A. The Example Arithmetic Circuit: Full Adder For Alternative Logic Styles
There are varieties of static CMOS logic styles which have been proposed to implement 1-bit full adder cells [19] . These designs can be mainly divided into two categories: complementary CMOS logic and pass transistor logic circuits.
A complementary CMOS FA (C-CMOS) cell is shown in Fig. 5(a) . It is based on the regular CMOS structure with PMOS pull-up and NMOS pull-down. The advantage of C-CMOS FA is its robustness against the supply voltage scaling and transistors sizing. The FA cell in Fig. 5(b) is the complementary pass transistor logic full adder cell (CPL). The difference between pass transistor logic and C-CMOS logic is the source of the pass transistor connects to the input signal instead of connecting to // Initially set 100 training points. 7: x = MonteCarlo(n0) // Randomly pick n0 MC samples up from 10,000 points as training set. 8: y = Fsim(x) // Simulate these training samples.
9:
Vc = Percentile(y, tc) // Find the value Vc for the tail threshold tc.
10:
11:
13:
Si = Size(y tail,true ) // Si is the number of the classified tail points from 10,000 samples.
14: n0 = n0 + 100 // Increase the training set size by 100 each cycle. 15 : end for 16: Find(Si = S and Si+1 = Si+2 = ... = S20 = S) // Obtain the value of i. 17: n = i * 100 // The minimum number of training samples is equal to i * 100. the power lines. A single pass transistor can implement the logic function resulting in smaller count transistors and smaller input load. However, the pass transistor logic meets a threshold voltage drop problem. Thus, the inverters have to be employed to ensure the drivability. Fig. 5(c) shows a transmission-function full adder (TFA) by using 16 transistors. Fig. 5(d) is a 20 transistors transmission gate full adder (TGA). Both of them belong to pass transistor logic circuit. This type design employs PMOS and NMOS in parallel and the signal can pass though the transistors when they are on simultaneously. Therefore, this design has nothing to do with the voltage drop problem. Moreover, less number transistors designs have been proposed as well, for example 10-transistor full adder as shown in Fig. 5(e) .
B. The Proposed SB Method Using Improved Algorithms
The steps of the proposed statistical blockade approach using and improved approach are shown in Algorithm 3:
Algorithm 3 Intelligent Statistical Blockade for Robustness Estimation. 1: Compute the delay times of 5 RCAs with their nominal values for a single run. 2: Make the delay times to the target value through transistor sizing. 3: Use improved SB method to pick up 1% tail points from 10, 000 generated MC points and simulate the extracted tail points. 4 : Extract true tail points to the Conditional Cumulative Distribution (CDF). 5: Calculate the coefficients α and β for Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD) approximation G α,β with the above. In the 2 nd step, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier presented in [20] is considered as the classification tool in SB implementation. To achieve the fastest simulation speed and highest accuracy, the algorithm proposed in Section IV is applied to find out the minimal classification threshold t c and the optimal number of training samples n. The SB method with t c and n is used to extract 1% tail points from the generalized MC points. Then the true tail points can be selected after the simulation of extracted tail points. The values of t c and n are shown in Table III . 
In
Step-3, the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is used to fit GPD to the 1% tail data to build the CDF tail model. For fitting the GPD model, two GDP coefficients α and β need to be computed by MATLAB function. After building the tail models, the comparison can be done in Step-4 and the detailed analysis will be described in the following section.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHMS AND METHOD
In this section, the details of the experiments and the experimental results are presented.
A. Experiments And Results For The Improved Statistical Blockade Algorithms
In this experiment, an 8-bit adder in 45nm BPTM is considered as the test case. Monte Carlo simulation of 10,000 runs were performed with global, Gaussian distributed threshold voltage and gate oxide thickness with 20% variation. The metric measured is the delay time for the 8-bit adder. Fig. 6 shows the number of 1% tail points (tail threshold t = 99%) collected in cases t c is equal to 99%, 98% and 97% with training sample size increasing from 100 to 2000 for the 8-bit adder. The full 1% tail size of 10,000 samples is 100 as in Table I . From Fig. 6 , it is evident that it is unable to pick up all the tail points when t c = 99% no matter how many samples have been used for training. In case t c = 98%, 100 tail points can be obtained as well as t c = 3%. The principle of how to choose t c in Algorithm 1 is to make the safety margin as small as possible. Otherwise the number of the simulation for tail points will increase significantly. For example, for a million MC points, if the selected t c has 1% more safety margin, it means about 10,000 more simulations will be needed. Thus, the best value of t c is 98% to select 1% tail points. After t c is chosen, the minimal training sample size for t c = 98% is needed. Fig. 7 indicates when full tail points can be extracted in cases t c = 99%, 98% and 97%. All 100 tail points are collected from the points (arrow in Fig. 7) , and the following extracted tail points sizes all equal to full tail size -100 in case t c = 98%. The training sample size in that point is 900. So the minimal number of training points is 900. The overall results are in Table IV . The conditional Cumulative Distribution (CDFs) of tail points between empirical method and statistical blockade using the values from Table IV is compared in Fig. 8 . It shows a good match of two CDFs. The empirical method needs 10,000 Monte Carlo runs. In statistical blockade method, 344 tail points are picked up after classification (t c = 98%). Another 900 runs are used to train the classifier. Totally it needs 1244 (344 + 900) Monte Carlo simulations. Note that, if t c = 97% is chosen here, the total number of simulation, 865 (565 + 300), is even fewer. Since it is only for 10,000 Monte Carlo samples, which is impossible in industry. For large quantities of Monte Carlo points, the simulation size of t c = 98% is significantly fewer than t c Then values of t c and n are obtained by repeating above processes for 2% and 3% tails for an 8-bit adder. The t c and n for the test case are indicated in Table V . The minimum classification threshold t c is 98% and at least 900 training samples are needed to build 1% tail model (tail threshold t c = 99%). For extracting 2% tail, t c is no larger than 97% and 800 samples should be used for training. When tail threshold t is 97%, the appropriate t c is 96% and minimum initial training samples size is 1200. Then the improved statistical blockade algorithms are tested by another typical high-replicated circuit, 6-transistor SRAM shown in Fig. 9 to check if the obtained t c and n can be used for all technology corners. The 6-transistor SRAM is designed in 45nm, 32nm, 22nm and 16nm models for both high-performance applications and low-power applications. The values of t c and n for each technology corner is shown in Table VI . As can be seen from Table VI, the classification thresholds t c of different tail regions, 1%, 2% and 3%, are the same for all the listed technology corners. However, the number of training samples n required for corresponding classification threshold are fluctuated.
B. Experimental Evaluation For Proposed Statistical Blockade Approach
The test platform [21] for the delay measurement of five 16-bit RCAs is shown in Fig. 10 . The shown 4-bit ripple-carry adder in Fig. 10 is cascaded by 4 FA cells, with the carry output of the current full adder connecting to the next bit full adder input in the chain. It starts from X 0 and Y 0 which represent the least significant bits of the numbers to be added and the output is sum0, sum1, sum2 and sum3. The 16-bit RCA is based on the same principle.
The buffers which consist of two cascaded inverters are connected to the input signals and outputs. The inputs are fed from buffers to give more realistic signals. The outputs are loaded with buffers to provide proper loading conditions to ensure the fairness of the comparison. The attached buffers for the outputs can be also used to solve the threshold voltage drop problem caused by the pass transistor logic, thus, to enhance the driven capability.
During the Monte Carlo simulation, the variables to be varied are threshold voltage (V th ) and gate oxide thickness (T ox ) for NMOS and PMOS transistors. Thus, there are 4 variables involved in the simulation. The output metric to be measured is In statistical blockade based estimation, 1% tail points have been extracted from 10,000 generated Monte Carlo points. Fig. 11 is the distribution of the delay time for 1% true tail points of 16-bit C-CMOS RCA. As shown in the distribution, the threshold of delay for 1% is 7.2 ns. i.e., for 1% tail, the threshold of 99% delays is 7.2 ns. It also can be seen clearly that the tail points are no longer Gaussian distributed. The extracted tail data are required to fit of GPD, since GPD is a highly left skewed distribution and especially suitable for the tail data fitting.
After the simulation of extracted tail points, the true ones will be selected and used to compute the coefficients α and β of GPD to build the CDF tail model. The coefficients are calculated by the MATLAB function. The conditional CDFs of 1% tail points plotted by empirical method and statistical blockade method are compared in Fig. 12 . It shows a good match between two CDFs. The value of horizontal axis is the exceedance of delay, i.e., the values of the delays for 1% tail points. For the tail points which delay time is 7.4 ns, the exceedance is 0.2 ns. The vertical axis is the predicted possibilities for the tail points from the model. The comparison of CDFs between 16-bit C-CMOS and 16-bit 10-transistor RCA is shown in Fig. 13 . The tail model with full curve is C-CMOS FA based 16-bit RCA and the dashed curve is 10-transistor based. As shown in the diagram, for the tail points which exceedance of delay time is less than or equal to 0.2 ns, the possibilities are 60% for C-CMOS RCA and 43% for 10-transistor. For the tail points which exceedance is over 0.2 ns, their possibilities are 40% and 57%, respectively. Thus, the delay distribution of 10-transistor RCA has a longer tail than C-CMOS and the distribution of C-CMOS is more tighten. Obviously, for a given delay threshold, the 10-transistor RCAs yield loss due to violation of timing requirement is higher than C-CMOS. Then, we can say the C-CMOS based 16-bit RCA is robust better than 10-transistor based RCA.
The improved SB method is applied to pick up 1% tail points to build the CDF tail models for 5 considered RCAs. Fig. 14 shows the comparison of 5 tail models. Through the analysis of the tail models, the sequence of tolerant ability is: C-CMOS > TFA > TGA > 10T > CPL.
To prove the correctness of SB method based estimation, two other variability estimation approaches have been applied to the same 5 RCAs. First, the full MC simulation based robustness estimation has been done by computing the standard deviation and variance of the simulated 10,000 MC points. The standard deviation and variance for the 5 designs is listed in Table VII . As can be seen from the table, the result is the same with the proposed SB method based estimation.
The approach proposed in [22] has been used to show the robustness under process variation of the 5 different RCAs. The impact of process variability was evaluated through MC simulations performed on 10,000 samples under different supply voltages V DD . The ratio between the maximum spread 3σ and the mean value µ (i.e., 3σ/µ) was considered as a measure of tolerant ability of each design. As can be easily observed in Fig. 15 , the delay variability is reduced for higher power supply voltages. The CCMOS based RCA is the less PV delay sensitive circuit. (its delay variability ranges from 5.6%@0.8V to 3.5%@1.2V). In contrast, the CPL based RCA is the most PV delay sensitive structure. Its delay variability ranges from 9.7%@0.8V to 5.2%@1.2V. This is resulting from 1.50× to 1.73× more delay sensitive with respect to CCMOS based RCA structure. Also, the estimation result is the same as the two previous results. For the above mentioned approaches, both of them require totally 50,000 MC simulations for the robustness estimation of 5 RCAs (10,000 simulation for each RCA). And for proposed SB based estimation method, the number of simulations for each design is the sum of training sample size listed in Table III and the number of extracted tail points through classification shown in Table VIII .
From Table VIII , the total number of MC simulations required by proposed SB based estimation method is 6845. It is up to 7.3× faster than the other two methods. In other words, it only takes 13.89% running time of two aforementioned approaches. 
VII. ADAPTIVE BODY BIAS (ABB) FOR YIELD COMPENSATION
Through the comparison of robust ability for different designs, the design which is robust worst has been picked up. How to reduce the variability and improve performance subject to a power constraint, and thus, improve the yield loss for a chosen design?
Adaptive Body Bias (ABB) is used to compensate for parameter variation, which reduce variability and improve performance and power consumption. The bias for PMOS transistor trends to be forward biased to improve the circuit performance with the threshold voltage increasing. While the bias for NMOS transistor is reverse biased to reduce the leakage current, thus reduce the power consumption with the threshold voltage decreasing. However, ABB has its own drawback: it requires an additional on-power distribution networks for body voltage, and thus, occupy additional silicon area.
In above experiments, CPL RCA is proved to be the robust worst. Thus, ABB is applied to improve its tolerant ability under process variation and also enhance the circuit performance. All the bulks of PMOS transistors in 16-bit CPL PCA are connected to the body bias voltage V p and all the NMOS bulks are connected to V n . In this paper, the optimum combination for V p and V n has been selected to achieve the best performance and power consumption for a trade off and improve its robustness. [23] suggests the range of the body bias voltage being ±20% of the nominal supply voltage (1.1V) mainly due to the fact that we would like to provide enough noise margin for body bias voltage signal in order not to allow the possibility of crossing the forward threshold of the transistor junctions by the body bias voltage. The exhaustive combinations for V p and V n has been simulated, then the optimum pair has been found out as V p = 1.3V and V n = -0.2V. As shown in the Table IX, the circuit performance and power consumption has been improved with less variability when optimal body bias voltage has been applied. VIII. CONCLUSIONS Statistical Blockade is an efficient approach for rare events analysis. However, the classification threshold and number of training samples are still major issues which may result in inaccurate tail model and slow simulation speed. This paper presented an effective way to the problem of finding the minimum threshold of classifier t c for the given tail part and the minimum number of samples n required for corresponding classification threshold. Based on proposed improved algorithms, the values of t c and n are derived for high-replication block. When the values are applied to Statistical Blockade method, the resulting tail model shows a good match with empirical model. It offers both the fastest speed of simulation and highest accuracy for Statistical Blockade. The experimental results also indicates that the obtained minimum classification threshold t c for 3%, 2% and 1% tails can be applied to all the latest technology corners from 45nm to 16nm in both HP and LP models. Additionally, a novel method combined with improved SB has been proposed to fast evaluate the tolerant ability under process variation for different designs. It can make computation time much shorter compared with full MC simulation method. Furthermore, the circuit delay and power consumption as well as its variability has been reduced for the chosen design using ABB technique by applying optimum body bias voltage. However, it may not significantly improve the yield loss of the products since there is still a distribution tail which may not meet the accepted requirement. Thus, ABB technique can be explored further to compensate the yield loss.
